


Textile Belts 

For over 150 years, Conti® breakthrough fabric designs 

have been tested in some of the toughest conveyor belt 

applications worldwide. These high-quality belt              

constructions give you the confidence you need for        

operating performance. 

Layers of specially designed fabric plies are sandwiched 

between rubber skim coats for adhesion and load support. 

Bottom and top cover compounds are added for maximum 

protection of the belt carcass. These compounds are    

comprised of different ingredients to provide unique     

operational benefits and come in a wide variety of cover 

thicknesses. 

Steel Corded Belts 

Conti® introduced the world’s steel reinforced belt to the 

material handling industry in 1942, since then they have 

continued to advance the technology to satisfy the most 

demanding and abusive conveyor applications. 

Flexsteel® Belts’ steel cord provides superior impact       

resistance, with the number and size being selected to 

meet the desired operating tension and application needs. 

The top and bottom covers provide maximum protection 

to the steel cord, while cover compounds are specifically 

designed to meet the demands of the application and are 

available in a wide variety of rubber types and gauges. 



Heat Resistant 

Conti® heat resistant belt is offered with polyester/nylon, 

polyester/polyester, and fiberglass fabric reinforcements. 

It offers high performance in extreme hot material         

applications. The fiberglass fabric option offers the highest 

degree of burn-through resistance of any current available 

fabric reinforcement, designed to handle hot material 

loads up to 750º F (399ºC), providing extreme longevity in 

severe heat applications. 

Impact Resistant 

Do not let ordinary conveyor belts slow down the          

efficiency of your business. Instead, put your trust in     

Conti® impact resistant conveyor belts. 

With a range including an industry leader in toughness, 

strength and impact resistance, Fortress XP™ conveyor 

belts were designed to withstand the harshest above 

ground belting environments out there, day in day out. 

Ask about Conti® Monster Hide™, Fortress XP™, or XCG 

premium impact resistant conveyor belts. 

Conti® Alert 

Conti® Alert is the first and only conveyor belt innovation 

to let you see belt wear in real time. The red bonding     

layer, below the top cover, is exposed when it’s time to 

change the belt. 

Identifying belt wear allows you to get the most out of 

your current belt. Knowing when to change your belt helps 

to prevent down time and increase up time. 

Ask about Conti® Alert for your conveyor system. 



ContiTech Conveyor Belt Group 

Legg® Agricultural Belts 

LEGG® agricultural belts achieve superior performance by 

utilizing high quality raw materials, with increased ozone 

and oxidation inhibitors in the cover compounds. Along 

with high abrasion resistance, realise years of trouble free 

service from your LEGG® agricultural belts. 

With a range of belts including;                                        

Round Baler, Baler Thrower, Swather & Windrow Drapers, 

including Combine pickup, Header, Tub and Grinder belts, 

Conti® has your agricultural needs covered. 

Industrial Belting 

The world of industry does not slow down. That is why you need conveyor belting that is 

designed to keep up— the kind on of belt you get from Conti®. 

Our most durable lightweight belts are strong because they utilize our patented                

Triple-Warp™ technology. And, while many belts on the market are pre-made, Conti® belts 

are not. 

Our lightweight conveyor belts are custom manufactured. Everything from length, width 

and colour, to compound and texture is driven by your specific requirements. In addition, 

we offer a vast choice of fabrics, colours, carcass styles and profiles. 

Conti® industrial belting is used in many industries including; 

With a limitless range of constructions and specialised compounds, Conti® has your 

industrial application covered. 


